Materials are increasing because they can take advantage of micro- and mesoporous carbon accessibility (mesopores; 2–50 nm) and rapid accessibility (mesopores; 2–50 nm) at the same time.\textsuperscript{10–12}

Porous carbons are widely applied in energy storage devices, either as active materials in electric double layer capacitors,\textsuperscript{7–9} as anode materials for lithium ion storage,\textsuperscript{13} or as conductive frameworks to contact active materials.\textsuperscript{14–17} Recently, these materials are frequently adopted in lithium–sulfur (Li–S) battery cathodes because they can greatly improve the utilization of sulfur. Elemental sulfur is one of the most attractive active materials for Li battery technology because of its high theoretical gravimetric capacity of 1672 mAh g\textsuperscript{–1}, low cost, and its abundance in nature.\textsuperscript{18–20} Porous carbons can mitigate polysulfide dissolution via physical adsorption and electrically connect nano-sized sulfur, which suffers from low intrinsic electric conductivity. The bimodal porous carbon materials having both micro- and mesopores may be advantageous because large mesopores can provide high pore volume for sulfur storage and allow for the rapid ion transport (and thus faster charge-discharge rates), while micropores induce reduced polysulfide dissolution and provide high surface area for sufficient electrical contact between sulfur and carbon.\textsuperscript{11,21}

Carbide-derived carbons (CDCs) are synthesized by extraction of non-carbon species such as metals or semi-metals through physical (e.g. thermal decomposition) or chemical (e.g. high-temperature chlorine treatment) methods from carbide precursors.\textsuperscript{22–27} The main benefits of CDCs compared to activated carbons are the uniform and precisely controllable pore size and pore shape.\textsuperscript{28} Silicon removal from ordered mesoporous SiC produces CDCs that combine micropores with well-defined and ordered mesopores.\textsuperscript{29} Recently, different kinds of micro- mesoporous carbon\textsuperscript{30} and especially CDC materials\textsuperscript{13,31,32} were applied in Li–S battery cathodes with very promising results. While the micropores arise from the chlorination step, their mesopores are formed by hard- or soft-templating approaches using solid-state templates or amphiphilic
structure-directing agents, respectively. The removal of the template requires an additional synthesis step in hard-templating routes (often accompanied by the use of extremely toxic substances such as hydrofluoric acid). Soft-templating approaches are accompanied by the use of large amounts of organic solvents and surfactants, which end up in an evaporated or a decomposed state. Sacrificial templating is an attractive alternative as no surfactant is required and the template removal does not require an additional synthesis step. The elimination of the pore forming templates takes place in parallel to the thermal conversion of the precursor. In this study, we report a unique route to synthesize micro- and mesoporous CDC materials by a sacrificial template method using poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) spheres as a pore forming material. This novel class of CDC materials is a highly attractive host structure for the active material in Li-S battery cathodes.

Experimental

PMMA sacrificial template synthesis
The polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) template spheres were produced by a modified miniemulsion method.\(^2\) 6.2 g methylmethacrylate (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) were mixed with 0.25 g hexadecane (Fluka) and 0.15 g of azo-bis(isobutynitril) (AIBN; Sigma Aldrich) as a polymerization catalyst. After the addition of the water phase consisting of 0.072 g sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Fluka) in 24 g deionized water, the mixture was stirred for 10 min at room temperature (RT). The miniemulsion was prepared by ultrasonicating the emulsion for 2 min with Labsonic P (Sartorius) at 90% level (0.5 amplitude) under cooling in a Petri dish.

CDC synthesis
Micro- and mesoporous CDC materials were synthesized by intense mixing of 4.5 g of the PMMA spheres with 1.5 g allylhydridopolycarbosilane (SMP-10; Starfire Systems) in a mortar. The resulting bright yellow powder was then pyrolyzed in an alumina tube in a horizontal tubular furnace under flowing argon for 2 h at 800 °C (heating rate 30 K h\(^{-1}\)). Chlorine treatment of the resulting mesoporous silicon carbide was performed in a quartz tube (inner diameter 25 mm) in a horizontal tubular furnace. After argon purging (150 ml min\(^{-1}\)) at room temperature (RT), the sample was heated to 800 °C (heating rate 450 K h\(^{-1}\)) and the gas flow changed to a chlorine/argon (80 ml min\(^{-1}\)/70 ml min\(^{-1}\)) mixture for 3 h. The CDC material was cooled down to 600 °C under argon flow (150 ml min\(^{-1}\)) followed by post-reductive treatment under hydrogen (80 ml min\(^{-1}\)) for 1 h for the removal of residual chlorine and chloride species. The CDCs were cooled to RT under argon flow.

Structural characterization
Dynamic light scattering experiments were carried out at RT with an aqueous dispersion of the PMMA particles in a plastic cuvette using a Zetasizer Nano-ZS (Malvern Instruments). The nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms were measured at −196 °C using an Autosorb 1C apparatus (Quantachrome Instruments). The specific surface area was calculated using the multi-point BET equation \((p/p_0 = 0.05−0.2)\). The total pore volume was determined at \(p/p_0 = 0.99\). Pore size distributions were calculated using the quenched solid density functional theory (QSDFT) method (equilibrium model) for nitrogen on carbon with slit and cylindrically shaped pores. The CDC microstructure was characterized by using a Tecnai G2 F30 (FEI, Netherlands) operating at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were performed using a Zeiss Ultra60 FE-SEM (Carl Zeiss, Germany) at a beam voltage of 5 kV and a working distance of 4 mm for imaging and 8 mm for EDS. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed under a nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 5 °C min\(^{-1}\) using a TGA Q5000IR analyzer (TA instruments, USA). Raman spectroscopy was performed on a Renishaw RM-2000 Raman microscope using a 532 nm laser (Gem 532 from Laser Quantum) as the excitation source. XRD measurements were carried out on a STOE STADI P with CuKa\(_1\) radiation (\(\lambda = 0.154 \text{nm}\)).

Electrode preparation and electrochemical characterization
Sulfur–CDC composites were prepared as previously reported.\(^4\) The S–CDC powders and polyacrylic acid (PAA) (Polysciences) as a binder were mixed in water–ethanol (1:3 by weight) to prepare a slurry for casting an electrode. The weight ratio of S–CDC to PAA binder was 85:15. No conductive additives were used. The slurry was stirred at room temperature for 1 h and cast on an aluminum foil. After drying overnight at room temperature under vacuum, coin cells were assembled with 1 M, 3 M, and 5 M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in dimethoxyethane (DME) : 1,3-dioxolane (DIOX) (1:1 by volume) as an electrolyte, a celgard2400 (Celgard) separator and a pure Li foil (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) anode. 0.2 M LiNO\(_3\) (Alfa Aesar, 99.99%) was added to the electrolyte as an additive. The cells were equilibrated for 24 h before operation. The average sulfur surface loading is ~0.5 mg cm\(^{-2}\). The coin-cells assembled inside an Ar glovebox (<1 ppm of H\(_2\)O, Innovative Technologies) were cycled between 3.0 V and 1.2 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\) (V) in galvanostatic mode using an Arbin battery test system (Arbin Instruments). The cells were tested with different C-rates at C/5, C/2, C, 2C and C/5 to investigate the rate performance. The durability test was done at C/5 with separate cells. The coulombic efficiency was defined as \(C_{\text{Li extraction}}/C_{\text{Li insertion}}\).

Results and discussion
Carbide-derived carbons with a hierarchical pore structure are prepared by the infiltration of PMMA spheres with a poly-carbosilane polymer precursor followed by simultaneous carbide formation/template removal and high-temperature chlorine treatment (Fig. 1a). The self-made PMMA spheres are obtained by a miniemulsion technique\(^3\) leading to a narrow size distribution (ESI, Fig. S1†) of the template particles and the
CDC pores. SEM investigations of the template particles (Fig. S1†) and the CDC replica materials (Fig. 1b) show that the polymeric placeholders are of a near-spherical shape and that the single PMMA nanoparticles obtained after polymerization and drying are agglomerated and contain distinct contact areas which are important for advanced connectivity of the mesopores in the finally obtained carbon material. The diameter of the PMMA spheres determined by SEM (40–80 nm) is in good accordance with the size determined by dynamic light scattering (90 nm) experiments (Fig. S1†). The large pores in the CDC materials are comparable in size to the template particles indicating the precise control over the pore size provided by the sacrificial template route (Fig. 1b). TEM studies show the highly disordered microstructure of the templated CDC (Fig. 1c). It mainly consists of randomly oriented sp² carbon fringes and no graphitic nanodomains can be observed as it is typical for polymer-based CDCs synthesized at comparable temperatures.31 In accordance, the Raman spectrum of the CDC material (Fig. S2†) shows the typical D band at ~1350 cm⁻¹, which is characteristic for a disordered carbon structure with a high degree of sp² atoms, i.e. disordered curved graphene sheets. The integrated intensity ratio I_D/I_G of the D and G bands of 1.95 and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the D band of 150 cm⁻¹ are comparable to other CDC structures prepared at comparable temperatures.31 It is well known that these carbon materials provide sufficient electric conductivity for their use as electrode materials due to their sp²-rich structure.32–34 As the graphene sheets are highly disordered at the same time and distinct graphitization does not take place, the typical graphite (002) peak appears only with moderate intensity in the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the CDCs (Fig. S3†).

The hierarchical character of the produced CDCs is proven by nitrogen physisorption measurements (–196 °C) (Fig. 2a). The large specific surface area of 2434 m² g⁻¹ and the large micropore volume are responsible for the high uptake of nitrogen in the low-pressure area (p/p₀ < 0.2). A distinct hysteresis loop can be observed at high relative pressure (p/p₀ = 0.8–0.99) arising from the larger pores induced by the PMMA-template particles leading to a high total pore volume of 2.64 cm³ g⁻¹. Furthermore, the absence of cavitation or pore blocking effects indicates the high accessibility of the mesopores which is favorable for homogeneous infiltration of sulfur and enhanced electrolyte penetration. In accordance, the QSDFT pore size distribution shows the presence of large mesopores of 10–50 nm combined with micropores of 1.0 nm in size (Fig. 2b). Minor contributions of small mesopores (3.3 nm) are observed as previously reported for polymer-based carbide-derived carbons.37 The good correlation between the experimental data and the used QSDFT method proves that this model calculates a reliable pore size distribution (Fig. S4†). As indicated by the hysteresis loop in the physisorption isotherm, the large mesopores are already present in the silicon carbide material obtained after PMMA decomposition, which shows a moderate specific surface area of 99 m² g⁻¹, while the micropores are inserted during the selective removal of silicon during high-temperature chlorine treatment (Fig. 2a). The silicon content of the finally obtained CDCs (determined by EDS) is below 0.1 atom% indicating the high purity of the carbon materials. The comparably high oxygen content of ~18 atom% in the mesoporous silicon carbide precursors is likely originated from the oxygen containing groups of the sacrificial template particles. However, this effect does not negatively influence the purity of the finally obtained CDCs showing an oxygen content of only ~0.5 atom%.

The CDCs obtained from PMMA templates simultaneously provide high micropore volume and high conductivity as it is typical for carbon materials with a sp² dominated microstructure. Together with the high volume of precisely defined mesopores the facile synthesis scheme PMMA-templated CDCs are highly suitable materials for hosting the electrically insulating sulfur in Li–S battery cathodes.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the S-CDC powder reveal almost no morphological changes after
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**Fig. 1** Schematic of the synthesis procedure (a), SEM micrograph (b), and TEM micrograph (c) of hierarchical CDC from sacrificial PMMA templates.
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**Fig. 2** Nitrogen adsorption/desorption (filled symbols/empty symbols) isotherms at –196 °C of hierarchical CDCs (black circles) and mesoporous silicon carbide precursors (grey squares) (a) and corresponding QSDFT pore size distribution of the CDC (b).
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**Fig. 3** SEM micrograph of S infiltrated CDC at high magnification (a) and TGA of pure CDC, pure S, and S–CDC composite (b).
sulfur infiltration (Fig. 3a). No agglomerated or large sulfur residues on the particles’ external surface are observed. Thermogravimetric analysis in a N2 atmosphere is used to investigate the thermal evaporation of sulfur, CDC, and S-CDC and the content of sulfur (~45 wt%) in the composite samples (Fig. 3b). The CDC material is stable over the investigated temperature range whereas both S-CDC and pure sulfur begin to lose weight at ~150 °C. The evaporation of pure sulfur is completed at ~280 °C, but the active material in S-CDC preserves up to ~350 °C. This phenomenon is beneficial as it indicates a strong physical bonding between sulfur and the CDC host. The sulfur entrapped in smaller pores evaporates at a higher temperature compared to the sulfur in larger pores and furthermore thermal evaporation of sulfur is delayed in the presence of an adsorbent.11 The uniform distribution of sulfur inside the micropores and mesopores is confirmed by EDS mapping (Fig. S5†). A nitrogen physisorption measurement (−196 °C) of the S-CDC powder confirms (Fig. S6†) a confinement of sulfur in the carbon micropores. Compared to the pristine PMMA-templated CDC, the specific surface area is decreased to 586 m² g⁻¹. The micropore volume remaining after sulfur loading is only 0.068 cm³ g⁻¹, revealing the preferred adsorption of the active material in the carbon micropores and large electrochemically active surface area. However, a relatively high mesoporosity is still available, as indicated by the remaining hysteresis loop at a high relative pressure. The total pore volume of 1.09 cm³ g⁻¹ serves for sufficient Li diffusion to the active material and can balance the volume expansion of up to ~80% during the conversion of sulfur to Li₂S.

The S-CDC cathodes exhibit relatively stable cycling performance and high capacity utilization at C/5 in various electrolytes (Fig. 4a). After an initial discharge capacity of 1209 mA h g⁻¹, the capacity of S-CDC in 1 M LiTFSI maintains 44% of this value after 50 cycles. The S-CDC cathodes in 3 M and 5 M electrolytes show comparable initial discharge capacities (1324 mA h g⁻¹ for the cell in the 3 M electrolyte and 1404 mA h g⁻¹ for the cell in the 5 M electrolyte) but exhibit a largely improved capacity retention of 55% and 72% at the end of 50 cycles. Especially the initial capacity decay of S-CDC in 1 M, 3 M, and 5 M electrolytes within the first ten cycles is 42%, 23%, and 13% respectively. This clearly indicates that the polysulfide dissolution into the electrolyte is refrained due to the common ion effect and the lower amount of available free solvent molecules.11,33,34 In consequence, the unfavorable polysulfide shuttle mechanism is reduced. SEM studies of the cycled cathodes reveal very different morphologies. A significant amount of dissolved high order polysulfides precipitated on the surface of the CDC particles in the case of 1 M electrolyte. Therefore, many of the pores are blocked by insoluble low order polysulfides (Fig. S7a†). In contrast, in the 5 M electrolyte (Fig. S7b†), the morphology of CDC is almost identical to its original state (Fig. 3), indicating that the polysulfide dissolution is effectively suppressed. Moreover, EDS analysis on cycled cathodes clearly corroborates improved sulfur retention in the S-CDC composite by a high molarity electrolyte (Fig. S7c†).

It should be noted that the structure and pore properties of carbon may play crucial roles especially in high molarity (and thus more viscous) electrolytes, as previously shown. Both low specific surface area graphite and high surface area but exclusively microporous activated carbon demonstrate noticeably reduced sulfur utilization in a high molarity electrolyte mainly due to the increased ionic resistance and incomplete electrolyte accessibility.11,35 We compare the novel CDC material prepared by the sacrificial template method as a sulfur hosting material with other porous carbon structures; commercially available and strictly microporous activated carbon (YP17D) powders12 and hierarchical micro- and ordered mesoporous silicon carbide-derived carbon chlorinated at 900 °C (OM-CDC900).11 Microporous carbon shows very stable cycling performance because the dissolution of polysulfides is suppressed in small micropores. However, random, small, and bottle-neck pore structures present in activated carbons derived from natural sources (e.g. coconut) can be easily clogged with electrically insulating and insoluble low order polysulfides. Hence, a limited amount of sulfur can be electrochemically utilized. Within this electrode, increasing electrolyte molarity to 5 M significantly increases bulk ionic resistance and most of sulfur becomes inaccessible for Li ions (Fig. 4a). In contrast, in the produced mesoporous CDC, high capacity utilization and overall improved performance are observed at higher molarities. This behavior was also observed in our previous study with hierarchical ordered bimodal S-OM-CDC900 cathodes. The comparison of S-CDC (sacrificial method) with S-YP17D and S-OM-CDC900 samples (Fig. 4a) clearly reveals the importance of pore properties of the S hosting carbon structure. Especially dual pore sizes are necessary in a high molarity electrolyte as the small micropores are beneficial for polysulfide retention and larger mesopores provide sufficient Li ion access. This optimized structure of small micropores and larger mesopores is strongly required for stable and high capacity Li–S cells.

While polysulfide dissolution is highly suppressed in the 5 M electrolyte, the capacity keeps decreasing with cycling (Fig. 4b). This capacity reduction can be explained by the previously
reported highly resistive low order polysulfide precipitation on the lithium metal.\textsuperscript{11} The cycled lithium metal anodes in both 1 M and 5 M electrolytes exhibit a rough surface likely due to polysulfide precipitation as well as lithium deposition (Fig. S8a and S8b†). Especially the sulfur content originated from polysulfides (all the samples were washed with an excessive amount of DIOX solvent to remove remaining salt) is much higher in the case of the 5 M electrolyte (Fig. S8c†) explaining the origin of slow capacity decrease in a high molarity electrolyte. Interestingly, we notice that the coulombic efficiency nonetheless reaches almost 100%, indicating that polysulfide dissolution is greatly reduced except for the initial cycles.

Cycling of the S-CDC cathodes at various C-rates evaluates their rate capabilities as well as their stability upon cycling (Fig. 4c). The first discharge capacity of S-CDC in the 1 M electrolyte is 1347 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} at C/5 and the discharge capacity after 5 cycles at C/5 decreases by 35% to 875 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1}. After this early capacity decay, which is likely due to the polysulfide dissolution, the discharge capacity stabilizes at \textasciitilde730 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1}, \textasciitilde615 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1}, and \textasciitilde510 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} for C/2, C, and 2C, respectively. The cells in the 3 M electrolyte demonstrate reduced capacity decay during the initial five C/5 cycles and also show similar rate capabilities compared to the cells with the 1 M electrolyte. In contrast, the S-CDC cathode in the 5 M electrolyte exhibits a very stable initial capacity of 1196 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} and a very small capacity decay of \textasciitilde5% when the C-rate changes from C/5 to C/2. A further increase of the C-rate to C and 2C abruptly decreases sulfur utilization likely due to the high over potential (viscous nature of the 5 M electrolyte). However, when the C-rate is switched from 2C to C/5 again, the original capacity was mostly recovered demonstrating good rate performance and stability of the cathode material. This good rate capability with a high molarity electrolyte could be achieved due to the unique structure of the CDC material reported in this study. The electrolyte has easy access to sulfur through the large mesopores and the electron transport is improved by the conductive cellular structure. The voltage profiles of the S-CDC electrodes in the 3 M electrolyte at different C-rates show moderate polarization with an increasing C-rate from C/5, C/2, C, to 2C indicating high-rate capability (Fig. 4d). In other types of CDC (not reported in this paper) as well as in activated carbons, carbon nanotubes and carbon onions we observed only a very small capacity decay (<10 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1}-CDC) in a similar voltage range, which may suggest that the ion sorption contribution to the capacitance is likely to be very small.\textsuperscript{18} The greatly improved capacity in this study originates mainly from the high molarity electrolyte and the dual pore size distribution of CDC.

Both S-CDCs cells in 1 M and 3 M electrolytes show the typical voltage profile of the lithium sulfur battery but cathodes in the 5 M electrolyte show a long second plateau at lower voltage due to high flow resistance of the electrolyte (Fig. 5).\textsuperscript{11} Upon cycling, polarization and capacity decay are less distinct at higher salt concentrations in the electrolyte. Higher molarity is also favorable because the initial charging barrier decreases with increasing salt concentration. It was reported that this barrier originated from the nucleation of a new phase (dissolved polysulfide).\textsuperscript{39} We believe that this barrier could be suppressed with increasing electrolyte molarity since polysulfide dissolution is greatly refrained. Hence the number of nucleation sites is decreased.

**Conclusions**

We have synthesized novel nanostructured CDC and S-CDC composites and exploited their feasibility of usage as lithium–sulfur battery cathodes. The micro- and mesoporous CDCs, produced using spherical PMMA particles as a sacrificial template, reveal uniform pore size and pore shape with a specific surface area of 2434 m\textsuperscript{2} g\textsuperscript{-1} and a total pore volume as high as 2.64 cm\textsuperscript{3} g\textsuperscript{-1}. CDCs are characterized by high purity, which is beneficial for the electrochemical reactions and EDS mapping shows uniform S distribution throughout the carbon framework in the S-CDC composite. The novel CDC, due to its bimodal porosity, allows the utilization of high molarity electrolytes in S-CDC and therefore S-CDC/Li cells exhibit good rate performance and stability. S-CDC cathodes in the 5 M electrolyte show the highest discharge capacities and capacity retention. The unique network structure of the carbon host material enables sulfur to be well distributed through the conductive media and at the same time to be easily accessible for the electrolyte.
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